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Abstract    

Bringing a product to market is a complex process involving many disciplines. It starts with the 

product’s application – the customer’s requirements. These are captured in specifications which 

design and development efforts are undertaken to meet. Subsequently, the product is 

manufactured, shipped, and installed where its success, or lack thereof, in meeting customer 

requirements is revealed. 

This process can be run by departments within one company or through interactions of several 

companies. Steps might be completed sequentially, a process often referred to as “over-the-

wall.” Practices embodied in Concurrent Engineering (CE), Design for Manufacturing (DfM), 

Integrated Design and Manufacturing (IDM), etc. have been developed to address over-the-wall 

issues and all call for better communication and overlap of tasks.  

Our story is about an international collaboration on screw compressor development, with one 

party responsible for design, the other integral to its production. It began in seeing problems 

with the over-the-wall approach. The story is not about using CE, DfM, or IDM. Rather, it 

evolved as we addressed unique issues with open minds, sharing knowledge and asking 

questions which led to a rethink for both parties. In this presentation, we will share results that 

made a difference to our firms and to us individually. Our intent is to encourage others to 

promote and seek innovative, organizationally appropriate, effective ways to build 

collaborations which integrate design and manufacturing. Further, we hope that these short bits 

might spark academia and technical conference organizers to engage and encourage in 

development and sharing ideas in this vein. 

Introduction 

[Jack]1 Have you ever thought of knowledge as having dimensions? Perhaps this 

isn’t universally accepted, but I know it does and I suspect you do too. Donald 

Rumsfeld summarized them and my thoughts on what they mean follow: 

 

1 Throughout the paper, we will provide cues as to who is sharing 
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There are things ... 

 you know that you know      Recall and use them 

 you know that you do not know     Expend effort to get the answers 

 you do not know that you do not know  This is where the dragons live 

Knowing that there are dragons isn’t enough. Just how do we find and dispatch 

them? Another quote on the issue of knowledge that I find relevant here is from 

Carl Jung: 

 Everyone you meet knows something you don’t. 

 Something that you need to know. 

 Learn from them. 

Of course, the right parties need to find each other and agree to the hunt. 

Chris and I did not know each other nor were we looking for each other. But we 

crossed paths during projects undertaken by our companies then engaging in a 

commercial relationship. What happened as a result is the story that we want to 

share with you. 

[Chris] Our story is about an international collaboration on screw compressor 

development which started with an open mind on both sides, and a sharing of 

knowledge and questions which led to a rethink for both parties. Contrary to the 

usual rules of technical papers, much of the following is reported in a personal 

way, as our intention is to tell a story which we hope will be helpful to others 

considering embarking on collaboration, whether as designers, manufacturers, or 

academics.  

Engineering of complex, precision products works best when key people are 

involved from the beginning. This minimises the risk of expensive mistakes. The 

design is then based on a full understanding of all the factors which affect the end 

product. 

 Background – What were our company’s situations and needs? 

 

[Jack] Trane began work on screw compressors for its water chiller products in 

the early 1980’s. It was our first experience with them, and we were well 

supported by SRM in the early years. But Trane had a longstanding commitment 

to accountability for its own products and our Advanced Engineering group 

leader, Dave Eber, was committed to a future in which we WOULD design our 

compressors. I knew there were many things I needed to know that I did not know. 

It is satisfying to solve problems and invent things, but more effective if what’s 

needed has already been sorted - and, made available. So, I searched literature, 

conversed with peers, and otherwise sought answers from those willing to share. 
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[Chris] According to Grace’s Guide [1], John Holroyd founded his company 

around 1861. Not much is known about him, but we do know he had strong  

connections with Joseph Whitworth, and that his company made a wide variety 

of precision machine tools. Then, as a result of an interesting collaboration with 

SRM in Sweden in the 1950s, they developed the first rotor milling machine for 

Howden in Glasgow. They went on to supply machines and rotors to other 

companies who started making screw compressors under license from SRM. (See 

Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1.  Early Rotor Production at Holroyd 

   

Rotor accuracy was crucial to compressor efficiency and reliability. This had two 

requirements – accurate manufacture and accurate measurement. Holroyd’s 

machines were built to a high standard of precision in all linear and rotary axes, 

to achieve accurate helical movement of the rotor past the cutter (Figure 2).  

Figure 2.  Early rotor milling:  

Holroyd 2A 
Figure 3.  Manually controlled 

cutter sharpener 
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Cutter profiles were accurately ground using another dedicated Holroyd precision 

machine (Figure 3) in combination with specially developed software for creating 

profiles to any design.  

 

 

Figure 4.  Manual rotor clearance inspection using feeler gauges 

Rotor tolerances were gradually getting tighter, but a persistent problem in the 

industry at that time was the lack of an accurate and repeatable method of rotor 

measurement. Clearance measurements were made using feeler gauges by highly 

skilled inspectors (Figure 4). The information was interpreted to indicate any 

adjustments needed to the tool shape and machine settings. But the method was 

only reliable to around 15 microns. This problem had to be addressed. 

Holroyd’s M.D. was Ronnie Kershaw, a Rochdale man who had come up through 

the ranks in the company. He had a feel for getting people to work together. 

Holroyd had engaged the consultancy services of Professor Bob Munro of 

Huddersfield University, who had an excellent engineering background. He 

proposed a PhD research project with the aim stated simply as “To find a better 

way of inspecting screw rotors”.  

 Background to the first meeting: What were each of us doing? 

 

My job was to develop a screw compressor thermodynamic simulation in support 

of the goal for Trane to be self-sufficient in compressor design. I already had a 

simulation for scroll compressors, so I thought it would be a straightforward 

adaptation for screw products. I was wrong. 

I struggled mightily with the complex rotor geometry – from theoretical profiles 

to characteristics of a rotor pair needed for the analyses. There were few things I 

knew, many I knew I did not know, and, in hindsight, many more I had not known 

I did not know. 

But a singular event changed everything. I found the textbook 

Schraubenverdichter by Professor Laurenz Rinder from the Technical University 

1980s disputes about measurement results: 

• Subjective, 

• Poor repeatability, 

• Highly skill dependent, 

• Slow, 

• Difficult to feed back into machine 

settings. 
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of Vienna. It was as if someone saw all my problems and created a catalogue of 

the things I needed. Without this book, I doubt I ever would have solved the 

problems. If ever there was a Tipping Point – an event after which 

EVERYTHING changes – this was mine.  

Laurenz and I met in Vienna and Trane invited him to spend several months with 

us to get our processes in place and guide development of the first Trane designed 

rotor pair.  

One thing I found unusual in Professor Rinder’s approach was his using the 

transverse plane rack, common to both rotors, to define the profiles. When I asked 

why, he said “A good design will always consider the manufacturing process. And 

the rack is a surrogate for the profile cutting tool.” This simple observation would 

evolve from something I never thought I would need to consider into a foundation 

of our screw compressor design processes. 

 

After a decade teaching maths, physics and technology in schools, I was looking 

for a new challenge, and applied for the PhD project under Bob Munro and much 

to my surprise was accepted.  This led to my first involvement with the company.  

Bob had an industrial background before and after his time at Cambridge and 

believed in the need for academics to address real industrial problems. He 

introduced us to the idea of transmission error, which is a source of noise in gears 

and, as we soon learned, in rotors.  

I knew nothing about screw compressor rotors. After spending some time on the 

shop floor and considering measurement options, the idea of using light was 

suggested. It seemed worth exploring, but I had to find if the viewing angle for all 

points around the profile was constant or varying. If the latter, the method would 

be impracticable. 

 

 

Figure 5.  A pair of mating rotors and the seal line on a male rotor  

(by courtesy of S. Jonsson) 
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Mathematical modelling was required, and with the help of the university’s 

engineering department computer centre under Bill McTaggart, and many late 

nights, I eventually came up with a transverse model that showed the viewing 

angle to be constant for every point around the seal line.  

The key to this was the discovery that it was possible to construct a curved line 

which could be passed through the gap between the rotors in the direction of the 

tangent to the helix at the pitch line contact point. After months of head scratching, 

this was the ‘light bulb’ moment. I then learned from Bob that my ‘curved line’ 

was known in gear circles as the ‘basic rack’, which Jack and Laurence Rinder 

had found key to their own developments.   

Consider conjugate profiles in the transverse plane, as shown in Figure 6. In 

general, the profile of one rotor or gear may be chosen arbitrarily and the 

conjugate profile for the mating rotor developed. But for any pair of conjugate 

profiles there also exists a basic rack form, which is the conjugate form of a rotor 

of infinite radius. It can be derived from either a rotor and its pitch circle is a 

straight line.  

 

Figure 6.  The basic rack in the transverse plane 

As the profiles rotate the rack is translated in a direction perpendicular to the line 

of centres, as shown in Figure 7. But if the rotors are kept stationary, and a 

succession of transverse profiles along the Z axis are viewed instead, the results 

are identical. So the rack thus generates a curved shape consisting of lines parallel 

to the pitch line helix, all of which are tangent to the rotor surfaces at the seal line.  

In other words, for every point on the seal line between a pair of conjugate helical 

surfaces there exists a common tangent which is parallel to the helix tangent at 

the pitch line. For each and every axial section through the rotor lobes, these 

tangents are the lines of sight, as shown in Figure 8. In the left diagram, the female 

lobe curves back rather threateningly towards the line of sight, but does not touch 

it. 
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Figure 7.  Basic rack engagement sequence for equal angular increments 

 

 

Figure 8.  Axial sections through a rotor pair 

 

But then my ‘light bulb’ moment turned into bigger, light-related, problems. The 

3-D seal line and the curved surfaces around it (Figure 9) were a source of major 

optical distortions due to the effect of near-parallel reflective surfaces on the 

passage of the light. Fortunately, after nearly 2 years at the university’s optical 

bench, these were overcome and the work eventually led to a novel measuring 

machine, a world patent, and several published papers. 
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 Why did Trane and Holroyd agree to cooperate? 

[Jack] The needs and situations of our two companies would intersect when Trane 

began development using the Trane-designed rotors. We needed prototypes and 

ordered them from Holroyd. Furthermore, in pursuit of being responsible for our 

compressors, Trane’s manufacturing operations considered Holroyd for supplying 

machine tools they would need to eventually make the rotors we used. 

[Chris] Holroyd’s Managing Director Ronnie Kershaw encouraged his engineers 

to get a fundamental understanding of customer’s problems and needs. Trane’s 

inquiry for prototype rotors from Holroyd was the beginning of a most interesting 

and fruitful collaboration. Ronnie believed that one had to make friends before 

making business. He saw an opportunity to invite Trane’s expert Jack Sauls to see 

our methods and discuss ways forward which would benefit Trane’s business, and 

ours. 

 

[Jack] A visit I made to Holroyd in 1989 was the beginning of our collaboration. 

This was not a project with goals, plans, and schedules, but an agreement for each 

to support and facilitate the companies working together in both companies’ best 

interests, even if there would be competitive risks. Prominent among the latter 

would be that Trane could learn Holroyd’s manufacturing methods and pass their 

hard-earned expertise to another, possibly cheaper, supplier of machines or rotors. 

Figure 9.  Clearance contour landscape  

85mm SRM ‘A’ theoretical profile with 

left hand female.  

Axial positions (Z) in MM. Angular 

positions (Ɵ) in Degrees measured from 

female flute centre.  

Contour interval = 200 microns. Seal line 

shown dashed. 

 
[HUDDERSFIELD POLYTECHNIC DEPT. OF MECHANICAL 

ENGINEERING IN COLLABORATION WITH HOLROYD MACHINE 

TOOLS AND ROTORS. C. S..HOLMES, 1987.] 
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Or Holroyd could learn what Trane considered good rotor design and instruct its 

other customers accordingly. With this in mind, we proceeded. 

My engineering manager was with me on my next visit to Holroyd in 1990. In his 

trip summary, he wrote what is about as much of a ‘formal’ statement of the 

collaboration between Chris and I as there is: 

“Chris Holmes is in charge of the rotor inspection project. He appears to be very 

competent and has the capability of working well with everyone so as to draw out 

the information he needs to succeed. Holroyd places special value on Jack Sauls’ 

input to this program and we intend to support them by means of a dialog between 

Chris and Jack. Ronnie Kershaw arranged for us to spend a full day away from 

the plant with Chris so as to get to know him better on a personal basis in order to 

facilitate communication.” 

This collaboration addressed “Everyone knows something you don’t; something 

that you need to know.” It would be carried out to “learn from them.” 

A critical factor in our success was our spending time together with each other 

and with each other’s colleagues at each other’s places of business. I suspect I 

benefited most from this as I had much to learn about manufacturing. The 

exposure to the manufacturing environment and the many people involved in 

making rotors filled many knowledge gaps – most of them in that “you don’t know 

what you don’t know” category. 

 

[Chris] Being still a ‘new boy’, I felt honoured to be asked to engage with a 

customer from such a major company in our field. Then, finding that this 

particular visitor was intensely interested in all he was seeing in the company, its 

people, and our little part of England, any nervousness I had felt turned into 

enjoyment of our progress together. At our first meeting Jack was invited to see 

my novel inspection method and showed a close interest. He told me about Prof. 

Rinder and his use of the rack in his rotor design. It was clear our recent 

investigations had a lot in common. 

[Jack] The 1989 visit was not my first, but it otherwise represented some 

significant other “firsts.” We saw our first Trane Profile prototypes and it was 

when Chris and I first met. 

The purpose was to review inspection results for samples Holroyd had made. 

Rotor inspections were very much about measuring an empty space – the gap 

between rotors when paired. Clearances are necessary for reliability, but costly in 

terms of performance. Targets must be selected carefully and defined clearly so 

that manufactured rotors can be tested against them. Things would change, but at 

this time, Trane’s specifications for clearance level and tolerance were determined 

by experience (the “this seemed to work before” approach) rather than from 
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analyses of manufacturing factors affecting what the clearance would be or 

operational issues that determine what they need to be. 

Holroyd made male and female rotors, paired samples of each, and measured the 

clearances. If these were acceptable, the rotors would be noted as a qualified pair, 

not to be separated. If not, the individual rotors would be paired with other mates 

in hopes of finding compensations, providing a qualified pair. During my visit, 

we looked at rotors and pairs mounted in the inspection fixture where clearances 

were determined using feeler gauges. 

It was a good opportunity for me. I could see skilled technicians moving around 

carefully to get just the right view of the gap. When they were satisfied that they 

could identify points where clearance would be recorded, they slid feeler gauges 

into the gap, feeling those that were loose or tight or too large to fit, and finally 

deciding what to record on the inspection form. 

Chris had an interest in that just-right viewing angle, too. He showed me an image 

of an analysis he created by contour mapping the surfaces of male and female 

rotors mounted as a pair (Figure 9). The perspective of this image revealed an 

important characteristic – there was one, and only one viewing angle at which the 

entire length of the “seal line,” where the rotors were designed to have some 

clearance, could be seen. 

In our discussion, we found two things in common. First, we both talked about 

the “gap” between the rotors, not the rotors themselves. And we considered the 

implications of viewing angle. It was the angle that revealed the shape of the rack, 

common to both rotors – in this case, the NORMAL plane view of the rack. That 

shape that could define a cutting tool for the profile. Looking more closely into 

the graphical representations Chris had created, it was clear that by looking at the 

TRANSVERSE plane (the direction of the rotor axes), you would see the rack 

that Professor Rinder would define in designing the profiles. 

Finding this common ground did not answer questions we had for each other about 

design and manufacturing – but it did focus and connect us, making a foundation 

for our decade-long, active collaboration. 

 What We Learned 

A general, ongoing benefit of our collaboration were our opportunities to spend 

time at each other’s locations. For me, seeing the manufacturing processes and 

talking to those who ran them, as they ran them, was very important to my gaining 

understanding needed to integrate manufacturing into our design processes. 

Some of what I learned on my visits to Holroyd resulted in contributions to better, 

smoother running processes, providing “procedural value” when implemented. 

Two examples follow. 
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Sometime in 1990 I learned, in correspondence regarding an order for rotors, that 

Holroyd’s tool designers would take tables of Trane’s rotor profile coordinate data 

that I sent and re-format them, this to accommodate the point order and profile 

orientation needed by their tool design computer processes. I offered that this was 

an unnecessary use of Holroyd’s resources and that any adjustments that they 

needed to make did introduce some chance of error, however small. Furthermore, 

points were identified by their sequence in the table, so once the sequence was 

changed, communicating issues with particular points was more complicated. 

In a visit in July 1991, we finalized a plan for the suggestion that we (Trane) 

provide the data precisely as needed by Holroyd., a suggestion that elicited this 

response from the tool design experts: “We’ve never had a customer ask us what 

WE needed before.” 

The outcome of this was a Microsoft Excel workbook containing a sheet with the 

data in Trane’s preferred “design” format. Then, there was a sheet to re-order and 

reorient points, and add labelling. This sheet could be used directly by Holroyd. 

The workbook grew to address other data sharing requirements – our CAD design 

team, finite element and CFD modelers, etc. An unplanned, but beneficial result 

of that first adaptation to Holroyd’s requirements.  

My initial interest in Chris’s clearance measurement project was simply 

measurement of clearances. At one point, Trane had received a number of rotor 

prototype samples which we measured in our laboratories, repeating Holroyd’s 

checks for both clearance and backlash. What we discovered shifted my attention 

to the latter: we were getting backlash readings that were different enough from 

what Holroyd had provided to warrant discussion and investigation. We repeated 

tests and had Holroyd’s US expert bring gauges to measure the rotors himself. We 

verified that our measurements were consistent across different individuals taking 

the data with different gauges. 

We then measured backlash for some of the rotor pairs at numerous angular 

orientations, seeing another characteristic of backlash: there were clear patterns 

in its variation with orientation. I created a simple spreadsheet to investigate. We 

could simulate effects of errors in lead and axes orientation. The effects predicted 

by the admittedly simple analyses could be seen in the data. More detailed checks 

of rotor lead and alignment (affected by characteristics of the pairing stand) 

provided much insight into the differences in measurements. 

[Chris] Trane’s backlash issue was the stimulus for Holroyd to ask Bob to 

contribute, leading to the studies on and use of transmission error, relief, and 

crowning, primarily related to noise but eventually also to address potential 

reliability issues. 

Definition: Transmission error occurs in the driven component of a rotating pair 

of gears or rotors when its instantaneous angular position differs from the 

theoretical angular position determined by the gear ratio. 
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Figure 10.  The first rotor transmission error test. (Photo by CSH, 24 March 1992) 

As far as we are aware, the first rotor transmission error test ever carried out was 

during Jack’s visit in March 1992 using test centres fitted with rotary encoders. 

Figure 10 shows Jack rotating the rotors manually as Bob Munro captures the 

data. Jack’s interest in this was a spur to include transmission error measurement 

in our optical rotor inspection machine. 

 As shown in Figure 11, it was possible to plot forward and reverse transmission 

error, and their difference - backlash - over a full engagement cycle. The errors 

shown are from geometrical errors in the rotors. This data was then processed 

using Fourier analysis to predict the rotor-generated noise to be expected in the 

compressor.  

[Jack] In the three years between 1989 and the day Chris took the photo in Figure 

10, the dynamics of the rotating rotor pair and specifically, the transmission error, 

became a new focus. I had never heard of transmission error, but here, Bob and 

Figure 11.  ARAC Transmission error and backlash plot over a full 

engagement cycle, forward T.E. in blue, reverse in green, backlash in black 
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Chris were developing automated processes to measure it. “It could be a factor in 

compressor noise,” they said. That got my attention; noise was an issue for 

Trane’s customers and compressors were a major contributor. 

Holroyd constructed a transmission error test fixture and measured several Trane 

rotor pairs, providing detailed information on transmission error and backlash. 

Rotors in the study were made with some degree of crowning or end relief. A 

variety of rotor pairs could be assembled by mixing individual male and female 

samples, generating a range of transmission error characteristics. Rotors were 

tested in compressors to determine the transmission error effect on compressor 

noise and vibration. Results of Holroyd’s measurement and Trane’s compressor 

tests are shown in Figures 12a and 12b, respectively. These charts and other 

information regarding the studies may be found in [2]. 

With guidance from Bob and Chris, Trane incorporated simplified modelling of 

transmission error into our design process, aiding us in running laboratory 

investigations and providing guidance to manufacturing on rotor modifications.  

[Chris] The benefits were confirmed in a similar collaboration some years later 

with another major US compressor company, who measured noise reduction of 

6dB. They bought the fully developed machine. But in addition to manufacturing 

deviations in the rotors, there are other sources of transmission error in a working 

compressor, as identified in items 7 to 10 below: 

In a collaboration with Mayekawa, Japan, all the deflections and misalignments 

were carefully estimated in advance. The rotor leads were then modified 

 (a)           (b) 

 Figure 12.  Transmission error and its effect on compressor sound level 

6. Root contact 

7. Housing bore misalignments 

8. Bearing deflections 

9. Bending under gas forces 

10. Thermal distortions 

 

1. Lead mismatch or non-linearity  

2. Run-out 

3. Divide (pitch) errors 

4. Profile shape at drive band  

5. Double flank contact 
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accordingly to minimize predicted noise. The results were published in a joint 

paper by myself and Kouichi Matsuo at this conference in 2013.The other 

successful collaboration was with Mayekawa [3] 

The eventual machine (Figure 13) was fully automated and named ARAC - 

Automated Rotor Analysis Centre. After a full statistical study, its measurement 

capability was shown to be well within the needs of manufacturing. It was at least 

10 times more accurate than feeler gauges, and has capabilities not possible with 

co-ordinate measuring machines (CMMs). It was the subject of several conference 

publications, including Purdue Compressors in 2004 [4]. 

 

Figure 13.  The ARAC Automated rotor analysis machine for clearances, 

individual profiles, transmission error and backlash. (With Tom Williamson) 

 The Collaboration’s Important Outcomes 

 

[Chris] To quote Jack: “Whether made as pairs or individuals, the quality 

(suitability for purpose) of screw rotors results primarily from the geometry of the 

gap between them.” The gap determines Efficiency, Reliability, and Noise. 

Almost every profile design received from customers had one or more problem 

areas which had to be addressed. Otherwise, the profiles were either impossible 

to manufacture, or would not give the clearances specified and the rotors would 

be rejected. Sometimes rotor shapes had tight corner radii which could not be 

achieved, or which caused excessive tool wear and frequent, costly re-sharpening 

and replacement of the milling blades. Holroyd engaged a mathematical wizard 

from the Machine Tool Industry Research Association (MTIRA) to write the 

necessary software (CoPro) to calculate tool profiles, and to correct rotor profile 

errors so that workable tooling could be made, giving rotors which would have 

the required clearances. Customers were not usually involved in, or even aware 

of, this process. Fortunately, Trane’s profiles did not have such problems.  

Statistical repeatability including 

loading and reloading: 

Gaps 3s = 1.4μm 

Backlash 3s = 2.7μm 
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[Jack] In one visit, as we were discussing prototype inspections, a technician 

commented that the Trane’s rotors were “easy to make,” prompting the question, 

“What is it that makes them so?” If ease of manufacture was to be a design intent, 

then we would need to know how design features influenced the outcome. In a 

more quantitative description, Jack Hughes, Holroyd’s rotor tooling designer, 

noted the consistency of rotors Holroyd had made was due to the good 

manufacturing characteristics of the profile, with consistency meaning less 

rework and scrap in the rotor shop. 

That was good, of course, as it meant lower production costs. We also agreed it 

would allow Trane to specify tighter tolerances and lower nominal clearance. This 

is where close collaboration played an important role. I could quantify both the 

performance benefit of reduced clearance and the financial advantage Trane 

would realize as a result. I could also assess reliability risks. This period in our 

collaboration was a catalyst for development of more manufacturing-oriented 

design tools and processes, going beyond just the rotors. 

The process of accommodating our data to Holroyd’s requirements was my 

introduction to Holroyd’s tool design program, CoPro. We discussed what the tool 

designers looked for and I learned were goals and limits for cutting tool features. 

If our data resulted in poor or impossible tool forms, we had to re-define the 

profile and try again. But what if we had the program? We could run quality 

checks and avoid requesting a design that would fail to meet these requirements. 

The collaboration led to Trane acquiring a license for CoPro and training on its 

use. It became part of Trane's rotor design processes. 

Further discussion led to identifying design decisions to more manufacturing 

friendly rotors. Profiles leading to larger radii on the tool, symmetry of the tool, 

and higher slopes on segments that cut the ‘sides’ of the profile were generally 

considered more favorable to manufacturing. Heretofore there had not been 

guidance on these factors, save for a few that had minimum acceptable values. 

But with CoPro, we could assess these things and discuss our observations with 

Holroyd tool designers within our design process. 

 

[Chris] Even with a ‘perfect’ tool profile shape, and a ‘perfect’ rotor blank 

mounted in the machine, there were errors which appeared during manufacturing, 

usually due to misalignment, runout, or deflection of the rotor during cutting. 

CoPro was later adapted by Holroyd’s Alan Stephen for modelling the entire 

machining process. The software was made available for sale (to machine tool 

customers only) under the name HPMS (Holroyd Profile Manufacturing 

Software).  

But some years later Jack and colleagues came to question us about what appeared 

to be systematic rotor profile errors. The outcome was significant for both 

companies, as the investigation led to the surprising conclusion that a perfect 
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milling tool shape did not guarantee a perfect rotor profile, and consistent ‘bulges’ 

on the round side of the male profile were baffling all concerned and had certainly 

been ‘unknown unknowns.’ 

Alan Stephen decided to make geometrical calculations of the lengths of the tool’s 

contact path with the rotor and found that the lengths were quite different around 

the profile, which almost certainly explained why more metal was removed in 

those areas with longer contact paths. As these effects could not be avoided, but 

were constant, a systematic compensation method was developed using geometric 

software specially written. This used an ‘imperfect’ tool profile to produce a 

‘perfect’ rotor profile. 

This was a breakthrough for both companies, and yet more evidence of the mutual 

benefits of a positive and collaborative investigation.  

Touch trigger probes allowed corrections to be made without unloading the rotor. 

Later when scanning probes were added to the machines, rotors could be 

measured, and errors compensated for, and in the case of dressable grinding 

wheels, these corrections could be applied to the profile shapes. A relevant paper 

covering both these topics was published in ASME Nevada in 2007 [5]. 

[Jack] The collaboration we had, Chris and I and, by extension, Trane and 

Holroyd, gave the manufactured parts a “voice” beyond simply reporting the 

degree of compliance to specification. At first, specifications were disconnected 

from the realities of manufacturing operations. We had an “over the wall” 

environment, though I do not think Chris or I ever used that phrase. But from the 

very beginning, our focus was on the outcomes. Many interactions had started 

with looking at parts and processes in Holroyd’s factory. We would find our 

specifications and the manufacturing processes were not always in sync. This 

could have led to disputes over causes and responsibilities, and blame. But thanks 

in large part to Ronnie Kershaw’s attitude, we were on the same page - finding a 

way to get specs and results together, making decisions based on the value and 

costs to Trane and Holroyd. 

I learned that our specifications might not have been realistic, leading to costly 

searching for the right rotors to pair and having higher levels of rework or scrap 

in the process. I was able to show Holroyd what relaxing our specifications for 

clearance would cost us in our products. Trane and Holroyd made changes. It was 

almost always about the parts - critical issues were revealed as we looked at them 

from both vantage points. Things improved, even as our designs moved away 

from the “easy to make” form of our first profile. Because, I believe, Chris and 

his Holroyd colleagues had done a good job in helping Trane realize Professor 

Rinder’s challenge: “A good design will always consider the manufacturing 

process.” 
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Trane eventually made virtual manufacturing processes part of its design. It 

started with rotors, facilitated by CoPro, which had the ability to compute rotor 

profiles from the cutting tool form and values for machine settings. Settings are 

identified in Figure 14, in nomenclature used in Trane’s process. They are: 

angular (beta, psi), linear (Zt, R), and lead (X, phi). 

 

 

Figure 14.  Rotor Profiling machine tool setting parameters 

 

We began a study of how variation in these parameters, singularly and in 

combination, affected rotor profile form. A check on the process was provided 

when we were asked to study a rotor made in Trane’s factory. Results are shown 

in Figure 15, where red dots show the actual profile as measured. It was an unusual 

result. After some experimentation (which took only a few hours), we found that 

simulating the process with an offset in just one of the machine tool settings - the 

angle beta - reproduced the measured profile exactly, that result shown as the thin 

green line aligned with the measured points. 

 

Figure 15.  Effect of offsetting Beta 
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More information about the rotor-specific design processes and studies can be 

found in references [6], [7], [8], [9], and [10]. 

This study was very enlightening. In addition to representing a valuable result of 

our collaboration with Holroyd, it played an important role in closer cooperation 

between Trane’s design and manufacturing operations. 

Jack Hughes’ comment regarding “easy to make” rotors was the spark for studies 

to quantify manufacturing issues in the design. Trane subsequently developed a 

rotor profile manufacturing simulation - a virtual machine. The process is shown 

schematically in Figure 16.  

Figure 16.  Virtual Rotor Machine Tool 

Inputs to the rotor profile shape calculations are the tool profile, the dark outline 

in the left-hand screen), and, in the middle screen, 5 machine tool settings, 

indicated by the dots. Green denotes a setting that is precisely it’s proper value; 

red indicates a deviation. The right screen shows the output of the process - profile 

forms. Again, green is the design profile and, if all settings are green, the 

computed result will match the target perfectly. The red profile is one example 

where a single setting is assumed to vary from its prescribed value. Defining the 

nature and magnitude of the profile deviation associated with variation in each of 

the settings was the first application of this tool. A variation in each setting 

produces rotor profile deviations with a unique signature in the nature of the 

profile form error, with distinct markers in magnitude and location of the 

maximum deviation. 

This tool was eventually installed in a virtual rotor profile manufacturing factory,” 

illustrated in Figure 17. 
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The difference here is that, instead of specifying a value for each of the 5 machine 

settings (A, B, X, Y, Z), a process was added to allow the settings to be defined 

by a distribution of possible values. The five settings used as input for each case 

were determined by picking a random sample for each from their variation 

distributions. A profile was computed and an internal “virtual coordinate 

measuring machine” quantified variation of the rotor profile. The process was 

automated so that any number of rotors could be made in a batch. Among the 

inspection data record was the notation of incidents where the rotor profile was 

outside of the profile tolerance (red x’s in the right-hand screen). 

We finally had the chance to use this process in making design choices when it 

came time to replace the original Trane profile rotors. There were options that 

were more efficient, and the question was, could we determine any impact in these 

designs’ response to the manufacturing environment, defined by variation 

characteristics of the rotor machine settings. The rotors are illustrated in Figure 

18. 

 

 

Figure 18.  Comparison of Rotor Batches from the Virtual Factory 

Figure 17.  Virtual Rotor Factory 
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One thousand male and one thousand female rotors of each design were run 

through the factory. The primary measure of response to manufacturing variation 

was the number of rotors made where the profile went outside of the tolerance - 

the counts are shown in the figure. 

By this measure, we were able to quantify Jack Hughes’ assessment of easier (or 

harder) to make in the early stages of design and practically realize Professor 

Rinder’s challenge to include manufacturing in the design process. 

Trane went on to expand use of manufacturing information for all critical parts in 

our compressors. A virtual assembly analysis, developed first to document 

compressors built in our labs [11], became the core of a design process using 

Monte Carlo analyses to determine nominal dimensions. The structure of this is 

very much like one developed for scroll compressors, this reported in [12]. 

Another study demonstrating use of the approach applied to one of Trane’s multi-

compressor products is provided in [13]. 

 

The breadth and depth of our studies regarding effects of manufacturing variation 

on screw rotor geometry and the resulting impact on compressor performance and 

reliability grew over the years. I made a total of 14 visits to Holroyd, the last in 

2004. Chris visited our engineering offices four times and Trane’s manufacturing 

facilities twice. Bob Munro made two visits, and Ronnie Kershaw, one.  Chris and 

I also met in 1991 at a presentation hosted by Brown & Sharpe. Leitz was 

introducing QUINDOS, a software tool for coordinate measuring machines 

providing ease and accuracy of measurements. Further, we enjoyed meeting at 

numerous conferences over the years, these providing personal and professional 

benefits. 

The collaboration ‘project’ had no grounding document, no written statement of 

purpose, no schedule. And, it had no formal completion, though the years leading 

up to the 2004 visit were a winding down phase. I retired in 2014. But the legacy 

of the work with Chris lives in processes at our respective companies, in our 

ongoing interactions in support of the conferences we attend, and the personal 

interactions we continue to enjoy. 

 Conclusions 

[Chris] We hope that by reflecting on our own collaborations and sharing insights, 

we may have been able to inspire and inform future collaborations between 

companies and universities for the benefits of both. 

[Jack] For engineering experts, we encourage you to seek and advocate for 

meaningful collaborations, even those that might be “outside the lines,” in current 

organizational process guidelines. And to managers, encourage and support these 

ventures. 
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[Chris] We hope we have convinced you that in the pursuit of engineering 

knowledge one can’t easily do it alone. A willingness to collaborate rather than 

compete can lead to identifying the unknowns, and then to light-bulb moments of 

discovery, resulting in both design improvements and manufacturing 

improvements, with strong mutual benefits. 

[Jack] We have shared a collaboration between ourselves and our companies. But 

we both have experience with supporting, attending and contributing to 

engineering conferences. It is rare that attending one conference will bring the 

answer to the current big issue. Rather, regular attendance and interaction with 

peers is a form of ongoing collaboration and we encourage students, engineers, 

and leaders to advocate for and support this.  

[Chris] Then when future problems arise, the individuals know they have a route 

to finding solutions.  

Collaboration tools have changed over the years. Instead of fax machines, one can 

use Google Docs to create a joint presentation whilst thousands of miles apart, as 

we have done here, but the principles remain the same. 

[Jack] I was asked in the early 1970’s what I thought were the biggest technology 

advances supporting our compressor design. I replied, “The FAX machine and the 

Boeing 747.” Rapid communication over great distances and face-to-face time are 

both important elements of an effective collaboration. Travel gets much attention 

in budgets because of its expense. Its value might be difficult to quantify but it is 

worth advocating for and supporting.  

[Chris] As to whether we can claim to have succeeded in proving our point, we 

think the evidence from this case study is unequivocally ‘Yes’.  

  

     Then (1992)                        Now (2019 Compressor Conference) 

Figure 19.  Then and now 
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